ACTIVITIES MAKE OPEN HOUSE PLANS FOR EXHIBITIONS

Fondly Will Exhibit Craft; Visitors Will Get Souvenirs

LABORATORIES ACTIVE

Among the many activities and departments of the Institute which are preparing for Open House Day on April 6, is the laboratory, pattern-making and large shops in Building 39, where students demonstrate their skill in housing, woodwork and other handicrafts.

In the first week on Open House Day will be presented several exhibitions of sculpture made by the sculptors of the Institute. The student's work will be shown in rooms 2-28 and 2-29.

OPEN HOUSE PLANS

April 6

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1933. Price Five Cents

Technology Oarsmen Leave For Annapolis To Face Navy Crews

ENGINEER CREWS HOPE TO SNAP LOSE STREAK

Midshipmen, Barely Defeated By Princeton, Out To Gain Revenge

FRESH ELLICOTT WILLcox

Pacing a resurgent Midshipmen crew that is looking forward to stone for their defeat at the hands of Princeton, the Engineer oarsmen will have a long pull ahead of them to make up for last year's defeat at Annapolis. At the same time, technology will be out to lose the losing streak and to make up for last year's defeat.

MUSICAL SOCIETIES BROADCAST OVER NATIONAL Hook-up

Program Delayed Ten Minutes But Transmitted In Its Entirety

The Combined Musical Clubs broadcast a program of selections over the Blue Network of the National Broadcasting Company last Saturday afternoon. The broadcast was made possible by a special reciprocal agreement between WEZ and WEJ. The station in New York transmitted the program, which was received by WEJ in Boston. Complete synchronization over the air was accomplished.

Colloquium Will Begin Next Week

General F. S. DeLashmet, Jr., Will Lead Convention On AC Problems

Next Issue Of The Tech Published April 15

The Colloquium, which will be held at the Loring School, will be open to the public and will be held on April 15.

Whirlwind Janitor Makes Record Cleaning Boards

Suspend Some Classes

According to Richard L. Fossett, '33, president of the Institute Committee, the question of mass evacuation will be held in the ballroom. However, as last year, last minute evacuation will be held in the ballroom.
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CONQUER THE BLIGHT!

For the conscientious lads who just can’t do chases, these two dormitories have been just a little bit of a bore, it is faithful. Not all of the serious-minded engineers are conscientious, however. There was a general exodus of police well up to the week-end. They left, for the most part, with little prickings of the conscience.

Several of the professors realizing that there would be eastiness attendance at their classes, called them off. This was done in all classes without the students taking any real effect.

A YALE ANNOUNCEMENT

The faculty recently stated that it was a mistake to draw students from drinking beer. Beer, he claims, is harmless physically and advantageous socially. Some dislike the taste of beer, however, it was discovered that the classes looked as though a slight beer had hit the institution. The conditions existing at the same time and with the same new year we predict that the symptoms will be even worse. To the conscientious student we suggest taking the first firm hold.

Exterminate the bug—extend the holiday!

IT’S NOT ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER

A YALE ANNOUNCEMENT

It is not always fair weather. The last time we heard this statement it was preceded by the word rain. It was not wide awake at the time.

SUCCESS

The kinds of success are many, to the many individuals. There is success from the viewpoint of society. For the individual may be the achievement of a goal which he has set for himself. This is the advance wrought as a goal the effective control of his own advancement of knowledge.

But there is another kind of success for the individual, self fulfillment. It is success from the viewpoint of the individual. And there is success from the viewpoint of the outside world.
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Lucas is Winner of Emerson Cup

Inglis Re-Elected Captain Of Squash; Annual Banquet on Thursday

Edward D. Westfall, '33, yesterday won the finals of the Emerson Trophy competition from James P. Ender, '34, and B. M. Lindgren, '33, both of whom were seeking the cup for the last two months. Westfall's vote was won Thursday evening in the Glee Room when the tall freshman declared that his large margin in the annual had re-elected David Inglis, '32, the Emerson Cup after Ender and Lindgren put up a spirited fight, and the witnesses, who included Charles M. Dunning, himself a member of the Emerson crew, now open.

In weight, the Navy varsity holds an easy number. The weight of the Navy is about 100 pounds less than that of the varsity. But in the last two games against the varsity, the Navy varsity has been ahead in weight of 5-2, and the last time the varsity won.

Lucas will be facing a crew which has been strong in the competition. He was replaced by John Measures, 2d, of the varsity, and will be out to extend its streak since his first year at Technology.

Thehrourly season depended the Pequot, who competes in Class B. During the past season the varsity maintained the Class C division, and took third place among three strong crews.

The combined varsity and freshman gym team did a fine job in telling the New England junior championship against men from Dartmouth, Springfield, Fall River Boys' Club, and Lehigh English High. Altogether the boys scored 46 points, with five places counting in each event. Captain Jay D. Herewith, Ken Doss, and Jack Flood took second, third, and fifth places, respectively.

Buckwold won the annual bowling tournament by beating Holman in the final last night. The thirty-two totals were 1927 for Buckwold to 1933. Of the varsity, Clark and Holman, but in the last game Holman again put 1st, Emery, and was followed closely by Emery. In weight, the Navy varsity holds an easy number. The weight of the Navy is about 100 pounds less than that of the varsity. But in the last two games against the varsity, the Navy varsity has been ahead in weight of 5-2, and the last time the varsity won.
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The day's colloquium will cover the following topics: general classification of rectifiers, general circuit arrangements, elementary rectifier circuit theory, and the design of smoothing filters for use with rectifiers. Students desiring personal interviews with Dr. Dellenbaugh should leave their names with Miss Baker in Room 4-202 before 9:30 next Tuesday morning.

After obtaining his degree from M. T. T. in 1928 with a thesis on the theory of rectification, Dr. Dellenbaugh, worked on the design and application of rectified AC power supplies and was most anxious to assist in correcting troubles encountered in commercial practice.

At the Fine Arts this week is the German film "I Don't Want to Know Who You Are" (Ich Will Nicht Wis- sen Wer Du bist). It is a love story with light comedy featuring Liane Haid who revisits one of a German version of Jean Harlow.

The plot centers around the romance of Bobby Lindt, a young count in reduced circumstances who is forced to take a position as chauffeur and subsequently fails in love with his employer's niece. Miss Haid stars again singing the theme song at least five times while incidental music accompanies this piece runs through the entire show.

Some Isabel a as Oltsch's Bobby's wife, provides some good comedy which is in part real and in part largely imaginary, until cease to exist.

The matter was recently brought up at a meeting of the Faculty Committee, and all heads of departments evinced some surprise and great interest in the student comment as reported, and showed a real desire to remove the causes of the discontent which, whether justified or not, seems to have become current.

The matter will again be brought up at the next meeting of the Student Faculty Committee, on April 25, at which specific instances of inability of students to make satisfactory contact with their instructors will be gladly received through any member of the committee, or sent to the office of the Dean of Science. The committee in most anxious to assist in correcting or combating any conditions tending to impair the most effective and cordial relations between student and instructor. If such conditions exist, let us all cooperate to remove them, both for our mutual advantage and the good of the institution.

Very truly yours,
A. C. Prescott

INFORMATION LIST
Robert Foster, '35
Leslie N. Stanley, Sr.
Brooks Hospital
Omar Ellis, employee
Haynes Memorial
Donald E. Hench, '34

DRIVE HOME for the HOLIDAY!
Special Student Rates
Select from our fleet of smart cars drive home for comfort. Rates include gas, oil, insurance. Make your reservation early.

Hertz
CHR. CH.
C. R. S.
U. S.
8 DELIVERIES ST. BOSTON
HE HAYWARD ST.
Near Kendall Square

Drive Home: 31 HAYWARD ST.
Near Kendall Square

OPEN FORUM
5:00 P.M. - Burton Dinner Club Meeting, Grill Room, Walker Memorial.
6:30 P.M. - Memorial Society Dance, North Hall and Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.

FINE ARTS
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In the student comment as re-